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ABSTRACT

reports depend on the attacker-induced signals, we try to extract information to determine the attacker’s location. This
could help to shut down attacks faster to resolve potentially
devastating incidents.

Systems relying on satellite positioning techniques such as
GPS can be targeted by spoofing attacks, where attackers try to inject fake positioning information. With the
growing spread of flying drones and their usage of GPS
for localization, these systems become interesting targets
of attacks with the purpose of hijacking or to distract air
safety surveillance. The most recent development in air
traffic surveillance is the automatic dependent surveillance
– broadcast (ADS-B). Aircraft periodically broadcast their
location, speed, or environmental measurements via ADS-B.
The open research project OpenSky Network collects ADS-B
reports and makes them available for research purposes.
This poster presents a concept to detect and localize spoofing devices by utilizing the information provided by a largescale air traffic surveillance system. We utilize ADS-B reports collected by the OpenSky Network and provide first
results on the effectiveness of localizing spoofing sources.
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2.

CONTRIBUTIONS

The poster will present a concept for detecting GPS spoofing attacks and for localizing the spoofing source using an
existing infrastructure based on ADS-B reports. In particular, the poster will outline a novel technique for the localization of GPS spoofing devices via relating the fake positioning information reports contained in ADS-B messages.
Finally, the poster will briefly foreshadow first simulation
results based on real-world air traffic control data from the
OpenSky Network [14, 15]. The results show that using the
messages from at least four aircraft, it is possible to detect
and localize spoofing devices by rapidly narrowing down a
potential search radius.

3.

MOTIVATION

METHOD

Our novel method leverages existing position advertisements that aircraft periodically broadcast for air traffic control purposes. We use the reported position information
from the spoofed aircraft and the timestamps that are generated in the ground-based sensors. While other works [12, 13,
9, 7] focus on spoofing detection, we go further and explore
the possibility of localizing the spoofing source. Further,
we are considering moving targets like aircraft in the sense
that both the target itself and the spoofed positions are nonstationary. Compared to other suggestions [1, 20, 10], our
approach is lightweight and does not require modifications
of the GPS receiving devices, and it uses already available
data collected in real-time by air traffic control authorities
and online flight tracking services. The reports collected by
multiple ground-based sensors can be used to (i) detect GPS
spoofing attacks and (ii) localize the spoofing source.

GPS is used in many applications that rely on positioning
or timing information. However, the system is not secure,
i. e., GPS signals sent by the satellites are neither authenticated nor encrypted [19]. Consequently, GPS is vulnerable
to signal spoofing attacks, where an attacker transmits fake
signals that imitate signals from satellites but at a higher
power and at different time delays [5, 6]. GPS receivers will
lock on to the fake signals instead of to the signals from
the authentic satellites. This gives rise to attackers that try
to inject fake positioning information in systems that, e. g.,
realize navigation for drones or in aircraft [8]. As a result,
aircraft that are affected by this type of attack, will broadcast the false positioning information using ADS-B [2, 11,
17, 16]. Since the fake information contained in the ADS-B
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4.

SPOOFING DETECTION

We can detect spoofing attacks on the logical level via
cross-checking multiple position estimates from each aircraft
or by checking the reported locations from multiple aircraft.
The first approach checks if the actual position of the aircraft resolved by other means like RADAR or multilateration [4, 3] is within a certain range of the position reported
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8.

via ADS-B. A distance too far off can be an indication of a
spoofing attack. The latter approach is based on a comparison of the position reports from multiple aircraft, which will
be similar if the aircraft are affected by the same spoofing
attack. A mutual distance that violates air traffic restrictions can point towards the presence of an ongoing spoofing
attack.
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SPOOFER LOCALIZATION

When we have successfully detected a spoofing attack, we
need to trace the source in order to stop the spoofing attack.
The localization approach is based on the following observations. A spoofer that affects multiple aircraft has different
distances to each of the reached aircraft. Based on these distances, the aircraft have different positions on the moving
track, which can be expressed as a function of the distance
to the spoofing source and the velocity of the spoofed GPS
track.
At the ground stations, we receive the ADS-B reports of
all the affected aircraft. With these reports we can formulate relationships incorporating the actual position of the
aircraft, the spoofed track velocity, and the current spoofer
position. We can estimate the position of the aircraft via,
e. g., multilateration and we can calculate the spoofed track
velocity based on the time series of reported GPS positions.
Considering these relationships, we can numerically solve
multiple equations towards the spoofer position, which is
assumed to be the same for all currently affected aircraft.

6.

RESULTS

Our first results suggest that we can narrow down the
spoofer location to a search space with a radius of a few
kilometers. Taking the overall search space into consideration, which is every position an attacker can sent signals
from, this represents a significant reduction. For instance,
we were able to reduce the search radius to less than ten
kilometers as compared to several hundreds or even thousands of square kilometers that is observed by the sensors.
These initial results are based on conservative assumptions
and are expected to improve further.
Additionally, we can state that our method only requires
the fake signals of four aircraft to start narrowing down the
potential spoofer location. We achieved reasonable search
space reductions within a few minutes after the spoofing
attack is launched.
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